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1Conceptual 1 erformance in "chizophrenics as a Function
of Premorbid Adjustment LeYel end Kild Verbal Cenaure
Introduction
urpoee
Tba purpose of this investigation ia to determine v?hether mild
verbal censure will produce differential deficits in the conceptual
object sorting behavior of schisophrenics with different pre-
psychotic adjustment backgrounds.
A Premorbid ; d ju stiwent Measure
The recent research program of ' odnick and ~armezy (1957) haa
pointed to behavioral deficit in schizophrenic terfonnance as a
function of task cues which are relevant to earlier experiences
*»ith censure. In several studies in that program, homogeneous
groups of schizophrenic subjects were selected through the use of
the ihillipa Scale (1953). While the scale permits the quantitative
rating' of four general types of information available in caae history
' U, thft ubscale of remorbid fiajuatftent fflone has been the most
v.- lid tasis for forain? -roup dichotomies in various kinds of
studies, e.g. reminiscence effects (bleke, 1955) • The : ubscale
allows comparisons of groups of schizophrenics whose pre-psychotic
life adjustments have been more adequate in terms of psyehosexual
and social factors ( {~ood premorbid), with groups whose earlier pre-
morbid histories reflect ;uore markedly inadequate adjustment (poor
premorbid). A related study by *bb (1955) •xamined the effect of
•ensure upon concer tu&lization in schisophrenics, but did not make
the additional but important comparison between pood premorbid and
p#or premorbid patients on their conceptual behavior.
The, .hillips Scale vss originally used for evaluating prognosis
in achistpnrenics after i:$T treatment, and recent evidence oy Leke
(1955) and Carina and *ebb &95k) has confirmed its predictive value
in terms of length of hospitaliiation. In addition, the iuosoale of
;remoroic Adjustment t^s proved fruitful in forming groups for
experimental purposes.
The
-ubscale provides for ratings in five areas of pre-psyehotic
life: 1) recent sexual adjustment; Z) the social asrects of sexual
life during and immediately oeyond adolescence} 3) the social aspects
of the recent sexual life; k) the past history of social relations;
5) recent adjustment in social relations. The -uoscale is thus a
quantitative evaluation of the social and sexual history of tne
patient during- the premorbid period, lerhaps tne most important
characteristic of the ^ubscale, in terras of present rur, •&*.€.?, is
that it e <u* tes sde juscy of premorbid adjustment vfith the ability
*~
.'-.r*. close r.nd l.-istin." human relationships. Consequently, it
serves as an incex of the decree and nature of personal withdrawal
from social living.
i he hypothesis that deficit behavior in schizophrenics is re-
lated to the intensity of early censorious experiences ..ith parental
fivrures has been the basis of a number of studies. The notion of
the -schiaorhrenofrenic mother" is thus also involved. Fodnick and
KOsru**y (1957) .nd others I
, 1951; Oerard. 1950; Kasanln
•t al., 193^1 and Clausen, 1956; bids and :ids, 1949; ^rk,
1953» -eichard et. al., :95c) have already discussed the nature and
implication* of parental backgrounds characterised by dominance or
inuu"! ,r*nce. articularly important is the emphasis upon the hyper-
sensitivities of the adult schisophrenic to criticise, 'he data
pointing to early rejection, conditional acceptance, ignoring, and
the like appear to suggest a possible baeis for cue sensitivity in
the adult schizophrenic.
Thus it becomes iarortant to exaadne the relationship between
sensitivity to censure in a number of experimental tasks and the
degree of withdrawal of the schizophrenic , Various experimental
stucl*6 have relevance to the present investigation in teras of tne
variables of premorbid adjustment, censure, or cognitive perforaiance
.
In the first study to te noted next, censure cues were built into
the ex, eriujental task; in tne regaining investigations, censure was
employed to direct^ 3 change the state of the sucject.
tuJi€s -invo".: vinr '- e nsure and recorpicity
1th respect to the problem of the sensitivity of the schiso-
phrenic to cues of rebuff, the data frovided by Sunn (195*0 suggest
that cues of censure cause deficits in schisophrenic performance.
In this discrimination experiment it was found that schisophrenic
and nonul subjects responded almost identically on scenes derict-
ing such mother- son relationship* as flipping or I ceding. However,
perfor*r«ne* was significantly lower i'or schiiupnreniog when deal-
ing with a scene depicting -coldin^. In a sucse uent reanaiysis of
4the data by the Rodnick end lernety |*0*»< it MM found that almost
all of the variance in the schisophrenic group was contributed by
those subjects *no could be classified as having poor premorbid
adjustment.
Ciartaeiy (1952) tested the notion that if rebuff or criticism
caused a difficulty in differentiating among environmental cues,
the experimental introduction of censure should produce greater
simple auditory discrimination decrescent s in schizophrenics than
in normals. Similarly, these groups would be expected to perform
more equally under conditions of minima! threat. Under rew?rd
conditions, the word Tight" appeared on a lighted sign, Under
censure eonditione, both "I^ighf and "^rang'' ^*re appropriately
t'iven in response to perform?not. It was found that under reward
conditions the schisophrenic patients discriminated essentially as
effectively as the normals, towever, under the condition of ^oth
reward &nd punishment, schizophrenics failed to improve while
normals improved their performance over the regard-*lone condition.
Thus, it would sprear that the "Vrong" sign served as sn incentive
to normals j schizophrenic* v.ere not so adaptive, however*
I study of reminiscence effects by :ieke (1935) hypothesized
that the interior -nces pMWlMl oy censure would t>e dissipated
iurin a rest period, so thst schisophrenics relative to normals
would show greater reminiscence afreets in a serial learning task
in which reproof was operative, 'his hypothesis fits a theoretical
learning model (Hull) which would predict that realniscenoe is a
function of the eissipation of interferences which follow an
interpolated rest interval following "^TOing. The use of the pre-
morbidity Subsets enabled th* following experimental hypothesis to
be formulated. Tiose subjects with poor prepcychotio adjustcmnt
would experience greater interferences and bene© display more
reminiscence following censure than would subjects whose prepsychotic
history wre M.rt- ..
.y> unisbuacnt, as in tha Oarmesy study,
consisted of the lighting of a "'Jrong* sign for errors m&de; a u«?re
lighting of the screen for correct responses was given, reward con-
sisted of a "tdght" sign for correct responses, and again simply a
lighting of the screen for wrong reepenree. The hypothesis vat
confirmed in that the poor premorbid group showed eignifioantly
greater recdniscence effects than the other groups when retested
after a rest period following the censure condition,
tfebb (19>3) dealt with conceptual ability of schisophrenics ai
a function of threat of failures the notion of prediorlidity was not
invol/ed. He tested the hypothesis that the employment of censure
11 i - ; the testing of abstraction abilities would land to greater
behavioral deficits by schisophrenics on such tr-sks. Censure was
introduced after a test of verbal concert formation (Wechslar
imilaritiea Tuttest) for the experi**nt*l group, while an inter-
polated and irrelevant tsak followed performance in the control
group. ierforro;»nee on a subsequent comparable form of the test,
in terms of scwr« changes frosi first to second fcra, suggested tnat
less '-oequatt. conceptualization by schisophrenics may occur unoer
verbal threat of failure. A normal control group was not used,
however, and so no baseline comparisons could be made.
6The studies of lum, "armezy, lake and ebb thus suggest the
potency of censure for inducing performance deficit. Mle in the
-leke study the deterlmental potency of censure was paradoxically
manifested in a striking performance increment , in the remaining
experiments it was demonstrated that censure and threat of failure
act to produce deleterious effects upon the simple, and upon the
co^nitively more complex, performance of schizophrenic subjects,
/a noted, however, no research has yet investigated the interrela-
tionships between the variables of censure, premorbid!ty, and con-
ceptual thinking,
T en cits in Schizophrenic ierformance
From the above, it appears that schizophrenics exhibit greater
decrement relative to normals in various kinds of censure-related
tasks. Further, this decrement often is observed vhen schizophrenics
perform abstract cognitive manipulations, e.g.
-er.Jamin (195*0,
Hanfmann, u^enie and Tfasenin (19**2), errocki (19**C), fcollea and
Goldstein (1936), or Vigotsky (193**). Tiese workers have conducted
their Investigations within the context of Goldstein's (195*0
theorizing about the nature of abstraction loss in schizophrenia.
The Goldstein eroup appears to emphasize the similarities in the
conce- tual behavior of schizophrenics and patients with brain dis-
orders. In essence, they suggest a very real loss in abstraction
power which would seea to have an al&ost organic kino of basis. It
ainht be noted, however, that loldstein (1959) has recently empha-
sized the functional aspects of schizophrenic impairment.
Other research has been conducted with an emphasis upon the
thinking of Carceron (19^7? 195*0 or 'ullivan (195*0 concerning the
apparent abstraction loss. Here, such fectors as the social
Inadequacy and the extreme liability to distraction of the schiso-
phrenic are stressed as contributing to the impairment in conceptual
behavior. Thus, Chapman and Taylor (1957) emphasize the easy dis-
tractability and oversspcnsiveness to stimuli of the schisophrenic.
F^avell (1956) points out that the loss in ability to use abstrac-
tions efficiently may be correlated with a loss in social adequacy
or effectiveness. Ipstein (1953) describes the poor ability to
maintain attention to the task, and the consequent inability to
exclude behaviors inappropriate to the abstraction behavior being
requested. "hiteman (195*0 demonstrated a greater decrement in
schizophrenics compared with normals on a test of social concepts
than on tests of formal concepts.
Thus, it becomes important to consider why one should expect
the sch; sophrenic patient to perform poorly in a test of abstract
ability. As hodnick and "iarmezy (1957) note, schizophrenia is being
considered more and more as a disorder of thinking. However, since
the theoretical bases for this decrement seem to stress different
components, an exasaination of these theoretical points of view is
appropriate here.
heorles of . chlgophrenic Thinking
For present purposes, the theoretical positions are particularly
relevant in terms of how they may be applied to sorting behavior with
real objects. Rapeport (19**5) notes that objects, because of their
manifold properties, offer such a multitude of attributes that
W M
- s
sorting then, is more vulnerable to maladjustment than is, for
example, the echsler similarities Jubteat or even the Vigotaky or
Hanfmann-Vasanin blocks. Further, we are interested in determining
how 3uch decrement in object manipulation may be related to the
variables of early social development (premorbidity) , and experi-
ences of censure or threat in the social ailleu.
Arleti (1955) states that the basic process in the schizophrenic
reaction is an impaired capacity to abstract. Further, he suggest*
that this cognitive impairment is associated with severe anxiety in
childhood, '-m begin to observe here the important implication that
disturbance5 in abstraction have psychological antecedents, to be
found in the nature and course of early development. The more
prominent vievs of '.'nmercn and Sullivan in this matter can be taken
as representative of a position as to etiology.
Sullivan (195*0 describes this functional connection between
thinking processes and ohildhood experiences. In the course of
these early interpersonal contacts with significant adult*.:, a self-
system (charged with the maintenance of r-fjrsonal security) is
evolved. However, so fragile is the schisophrenics sense of security
in current social relationships, that the self-systea- is not
sufficiently capable of fending off the threats arising from others.
In dealing with the potential threat of every interpersonal rela-
tionship the overwhelmed self-systera cannot prevent vague, autis-
tic, and unccrwr.unicative revery rrocesses from invading awareness.
In essence, the schizophrenic is utterly reraovec from normal
9communication aa t function of thic maneuver. He no lon-er osseaeea
(or la not willin- to use) the kind of cognitive behavior vhich la
valid for social communication. The self-system is thua unable to
keep these wholly individual and private revery processes fro-a im-
pairing conceptual and communicative behavior. In the testing of
apparent abatraction abilities, then, where the schizophrenic ia
required to convey a more or leaa public conceptual experience, he
characteristically fails. For Sullivan, there appears to be a rela-
tionship between the inadequacy of early experiences with ai^ifleant
adults and the decrement in conceptual behavior which the schiso-
phrenic currently manifests.
Halt Sullivan essentially sugs^sta is a kind of nonvelidsted
social communication, Cameron (19**9; 195^ ) has apparently labeled
social disarticulation. The concepts are similar in that they both
postulate a basic withdrawal tendency in the schizophrenic which ie
manifested in disarticulated sr*ech and thought. Again, the dis-
articulation is really in terms of a lack of congruence between
these thought patterns and wore public modea of cooKunication. This
is simply to aay that there ia nev^rthelees p. communication value
in the schizophrenic thought rrocass; it is not random or meaning-
less. Hoover, the patient ia ape^ing in an aaocial dialect that
haa value only for himself. He has fallen into thia dialect in the
course of -rowing more and more isolated from others. ,rhe notion
of an asocial dialect parallels Sullivan' a concept of the intruding
revery process. Cameron expanda the notion of disarticulation,
deacribing- ftlso t}le defective role takinar function in the
schizophrenic. The patient is unable to share any longer in the
attitudes and perspectives of -those around him, to assume tneir
point of view, and to modify his oehavior accordingly. As social
communication is gradually lessened, s progressive lost of organized
thinking results.
?or Csi&eron and -ullivan, the deteriorated thinking processes
are indicated in the apparent inability to deal with abstract con-
cepts. However , these authors do not suggest that there is any
real loss of abstract capacity, but rather that the disorganised
processes are simply a manifestation of social communication dis-
organisation, "his implies that with return of social inclinations,
the intellectual symptomatology will begin to lessen. >hat is,
there is a defieit in conceptual behavior due to social disarticu-
lation, but it is reversitle.
Ooldstein (lftoj and his workers, with their background
in dealing with organic orain damage and its manifestations in
sorting testa, have an essentially different view of the nature of
the loss. Ooldst*in notes that in the scrdBOphrenic behavior be-
comes governed to an abnormal decree by both outer-world stimuli
and internal images, ideas, and thoughts, rurther, he suggests that
the demarcation oetween the cuter world and the ego is more or less
suspended or modified. The qualities of an object which impress
the schisophrenic are not the same as those *hich would impress
the
normal person in a -iven situation. He experiences only tnose
ob-
jects to which he can react in the "only way of which he is capable."
i.e., in the concrete way. He does not consioer the object as part
of an ordered vorld 8*'nreted from himself, as the nomal rerson
does. ?\irther, it anpeare that the schiec-hrr*>ia is unable to shift,
break a whole into ita part.a, or ^coroe free fro* a boundednesa to
the isjnediate ex-eri«nce of the* ilt.u-tton.
It Is also considered ehnrocterlstic of the iiap-inoent of the
abstract attitude that the patient is unable to pd-ve himself an
account of whet he Is doin£. In a similar way, Sullivan hypothesises
e eelf-sy steai whioh attempts to supervise or critically audit speech
and thinking processes, in an stteept to eake then publicly coe-nuni-
eative (in the service of consensual validation). To Sullivan, the
•elf-system has bec;»e powerless in the schizophrenic . Tcldstein
more simply says that the schisophrenic is unable to attend to his
own ooKfi.unicative attests. Revert hel asa, these authors are in
•greea^nt abcut the disturbance of conceptual capacity in schizo-
phrenia.
^-.c Frol!m ">nd HyrothesP!
Since the present investigation confidcrs social censure effects
and presort idity et-^us as relevant variables in the study of the
abstraction defioit ir schizophrenia, it Is really approach! - >n-
certual decrement frc» a functional, eccial-dief rtieulstion point of
view. In this frr»e cf reference, the poorer the prescrbidity (and
supposedly then the *re*ter the disarticulation) , the mon> will
censure (which la socially releted) hrve a detrimental effect ur-on
iibFtract ^rtinp behavior.
Thus, on a theoretical breis we nay say that when social dis-
articulation is operative, a relative deficit in conceptual behavior
occurs, further, when censure is introduced, this core or less
stable apparent deficit snould be exaggerated to differential de-
grees, according to how sensitive the patient's premorbid history
makea him to such socially toned cues. In terms of the language
employed by Cameron or imllivan, this essentially aenns that
inadequate capacity for interpersonal relatione is associated with
autistic and private modes of coaacunication.
-hen we introduce a
cue related to the disarticulation (a negative social experience
6uch as censure) we eay then expect a further incre*aent in the dis-
articulation. This increiaent may te measured as an even greater
withdrawal into disorganized thought, i.e., by a further decrement
in apparent level of abstraction.
In suamary, the greater the decrement in social articulation,
role-taking functions, consensual validation processes, or critical
thought and speech ruditors, the poorer should be the abstract oe-
havior which depends upon such factors for its adequacy. This
inference froa theory has not been investigated previously. lather
it ia a hypothesis that can oe logically derived from theoretical
formulations.
-n terms of enpiricc?. data, leke (1955) notes that poor pre-
morbid groups are comprised of schisophrenics whose adjust ive
^atUrna of social and ccxual behavior have been characterized by a
withdrawal from both intimate and casual interpersonal relationships,
i^roai this assumption, he feels tone specific inferences may be drawn
regarding the oehavior of good *nd poor premorbids under a censure
1
"
condition. Tl us, ths latter would be mors ssneitive to threat of
luniahawmt, and his adjuativs reactione to strsssful altuationa
would bs lssa adaptivs. Tim formsr may bs bsttsr sbls to oops with
almpls cenaur* ss it is employed in a laboratory taak , dus to thslr
lssa intsnss withdrawal hiatoriss.
Ons study (W»bb, 1955) ha a alrssdy indloatsd s dsfloit by
schisophrenics in performance on s verbal oonospt formation taak,
as s function of osnsurs. However, premorbldity was not oon-
sldsrsdj it could thus not bs detsrained if the csnaurs hsd diffsr-
entisl effects upon conceptual behavior ss s function of earlier
life experience a. Further, ths lack of s normal oontrol nroup mnks
ths interpretation of obtainsd rssulta difficult.
Othsr studiss (Lunn, 19^*1 ''snsssy, 195?) hsvs indloatsd ths
potsncy of osnsurs in causing performance dsfloita in achJ vaphrwnics.
Bisks (1955) sssentially showed that osnsurs rssultsd in greater
Interference effscta in poor premorbids, as compoi-ed with pood pre-
morbids.
However, ths sffsots of csnaurs upon what theory esems to eug-
gsst is s highly relevant varisbls—sbstraot thinking—hss not been
investigated in poor premorbids ss compared with ,?ood premorbids.
Ths prsssnt invsatigstion thua sttempta to relets sbstract bshsvior,
csnaurs, and premorbldity in s msaninirful way.
Ths following hypothesse eoncsrning ths intsrrslationahip of
ths vsriablss involvsd hsrs are thsn indloatsd
t
1. Ths poorsr ths adequacy of pre-p«yohot ic odjuatmsnt, ths
grsstsr will bs ths discrepancy in sdsqusoy of object
sorting performance between a censure and a no-censure
condition.
Adequacy of object eortin^ performance ahould be rank
ordered both with and without the experience of aild ver-
bal cencure, according to the level of adjustment.
15
Method
Subjects
At each of three levels of adjustaaent (noraal, good premorbid,
poor premorbid), two groups were formed, una of th^ae two group*
received tne control condition of no-censure j the other received
the experimental treatment of censure, ""hue, a total of six groups
were formed, composed of normals under censure and no censure, good
premorbid schizophrenics under censure and no censure, and poor
premorbid schizophrenics under censure and no censure, i.e., K-C
and K-NC, 3-C, and 1--NC, I -C and r-NC. In each of the six groups
there were eight Ss, maklnr a total of k& £*.
"lie three major groups *ere matched on the following criteria!
a) age, b) intelligence, as measured b$ the **chaler Vocabulary
Subtest, c) educational level, d) absence of neurological or organic
components, and •) reasonable capacity for cooperation and rapport.
The experimental and control subgroups were further matched on con-
ceptual performance in .-echsler Similarities,
•gbjects for the schisophrenic groups were obtained from the
Korthampton Veterans Administration Hospital, Northampton,
Massachusetts. Kormal Sa were medical patients at the Albany
Veterans Administration General Kedicel and Surgical Hospital,
Albany, New York, who were being hospitalized solely for medical
treatment, and were near the completion of their hospital stay,
Apparatus
A. Object orting
the Rapaport (1945) modification of the Ooldstein-lelbwieifl
16
Object Sorting Test provides a quantitative evaluation of the kind*
Of conceptual behavior described by Cameron (1943) and Toldstein
(19*0). "Tie teat ia comr-oaed of 33 cawaon objects, lie active
;;h*se of sorting vjss used; the S forms groups of objects thnt
"belong toother," using one sample object presented by £ as the
representative item of a class of possible items which could be
grouped toother. From those otjects available in the materials,
the £ proceeds to proup Items with the sample ltea.
The tasV thus involves makin~ differentiated responses to
specific objects, where the "similarity to" and "dissimilarity
from" become criteria for such responses, .^uch behavior consti-
tutes essentially the process of concept formation. It is in
regard to such conceptual manipulation that ^seaport (I9h 5) states
that maladjustment makes one of its strongest impacts upon the
thinking process,
Tn dircussinr the massive withdrawal behavior in the schiso-
phrenic, Rodnick and Tarmezy (1957) note the likelihood that such
withdrawal is a highly generaliied response which dominates the
patient's behavior in many social situations. Further, they sug-
gest that the schizophrenic consequently manifests s relative
inability to make differential responses to different stimuli with-
in a fiven cl<?ss under conditions of threat, Said another way, the
schisophrenic presumably is one who is more prone to exhibit ?>-ter
stimulus generalization under those particular etrea? conditions
which tend to accentuate the generalized avoidance tendencies which
are sc dominant in his habit hiersrchy, Tils was essentially the
notion investigated and supported by '"-armeay (195?) •
Hence, both censure and withdrawal tendencies should be
MMM&1 ted with detrimental effects uron schisophrenic performance
in the HtliglilB fWfk Wgl ""est, which essentially requires a
differentiation kind of response. If It is believed that the with-
drawal tendencies In the schizophrenic lead hi* to be unable to
discriminate objects and their relationships as well as the normal
individual, then the behavior of the schizophrenic on this test
JL I
will be Impaired, further, with the introduction of censure the
schizophrenic's behavior should be further impaired, so that he ialess curable of conceptual!zinc the similarities and dissimilari-
ties of objects.
Hapaport (19^5) has provided data which quantitatively descrloes
the performance of normal and psychiatric groups in the Object Sort-
ing Teat. Since Hapaport employed many subtypes of both diagnostic
categories ana sorting behavior criteria, the comparisons and inter-
relationships he notes are much too extensive to cite in detail here.
However, for r resent rurposes, we may briefly summarise general con-
clusions regarding the performance of schisophrenics (a a compared
with normals), In terme of specific types of criteriai (Rapaport,
19^ » ^20-^50) 1) rxtreme inadequacy of active concept formation
is a sign of profound maladjustment, usually of longstanding schiso-
phrenic | 2) The presence of essential loosening of the concept span
is indicative of the presence of schizoid trends, in either an
adjusted schizoid personality or s preechizophrenic condition or a
fulVblown schizophrenia; 3) Schisophrenic impairment of attention
and concentration may result in the accumulation of essentiel
narrowin a of conceptual span; k) '""he abstract level of concept for-
mation snows its r:renteet Impairment in schizophrenic ohronioity
and deterioration i 5) 1 etiological content (in verbalizations about
the sorting made) is an almost exclusively schizophrenic feature.
B. The fhillipe Subsoale of » remorbid Adjustment
The Subscele provides for ratings in five areas of pr*-psychotic
life. Under each headin" are descriptions of various possible levels
of early and recent sexual and social adjustment. According to the
positive or negative character of each particular adjustment level
criterion apeoified, a weighted score is assigned to each, ranging
from 0-6, The score obtained through summing the most sppropriate
ratings for each of the five ma lor headings constitutes the S«s
position on the ^ubscOe. According to cieke (1955)* the rood and
poor premorbid groups are obtained by a division at the median of
the distribution of total scores.
In an unpublished progress report (Rodnick end "rarmezy, 1955)*
evidence suggestive of high interrater reliability of Judgments
vhen senior clinicians have been compared with each other and with
intermediate level graduate students ia presented, rurther, it is
noted that esse history information and mantel status deta, from
which s score on the Subsoale is obtained, were found to be adequate
for the necessary ratings.
> rocedura
The items wer*- arranged in order of difficulty, and presented
to all Ss in this sequence, rvapaport U9^) reports that the samr le
LS
objects of pipe, pliere, fork, red paper circle, ball, and bell are
of increasing difficulty, reerectivGlj , as determined by the per-
centage of Inadequate reeponsea by normal eubjecte.
In tha Canaura and Ko Censure groups at all levela of adjust-
ment, tha pipe eample item was preeented with no experimental con-
dition imposed. The Intention hare waa to have available a measure
of rerfoiuance adequacy in both groups (C and NC) befor* concitiona
were applied. Thia would allow for a later atatietieal control of
exceaa variability due to any failure in attaining adequate
cmrlricFl juatohinc on conceptual ability. The rearonee on thia
item doea not enter intc the atatiatlcal analjsla proper. After the
presentation of the first control item, the C and NC groupa at each
level continued either through the experimental or control condition.
lie MC ,t,ui allows a measure of th« effect!-, of mc), factors ,.e
difficulty, attention or motivation decline, and the like. The C
group indicate a the effect of car.jure beyond theae effect a.
A. Instruct 4 >ns
The j rocedure and instructions for the oontrol item, and for
the 5 objects which follow in the C and NC conditions at all lavela,
were aa follows. ach aamtle object in turn waa removed by £ fro*
a pool of other iteius, and placed away from them. Upon presentation
of the sample iteju, S was toldt *rm pick out all the objects that
belonf with thia, and tell me when jou have finished." :»fter the
rroupin? vi| made by 5, the _ conducted an inquiry aa follows i "flow
tall me why theae go together." In caees of vegue sUtcaents, con-
fusing sorts, or failure to sort, the additional inquires recommended
by Upeport (1$*5) were employed.
In tha Can»ura 1rour9 . follow!** tha control object, the | w..
told the following "4. l loo" thi. ovar Kr.
.
T th
~
nk
that you've dona a poor Job. Uf. try and do MM other.. Hi If
if. po.»ibl. to do .tM . uttU bettar of a Job from h.ra on."
In the Ho C.nWW r^upB, following tha control object, than.
*a.
.
brief lntere.1 of no activity, aslant * tha ti*a ra^lned
for aanaura to ba given, Darin? thi. time. | aimr iy returned the
•ortad object, to tha pool of notarial.. The mt.rv,! ra^uirad w..
equivalent to th. time n*ee...ry to admlnl.fr tha experimental
caneura, ,n<« than return lfw. „ tha pool, In tha can.ure group..
Following tha Let Ilea In tha cennura croup., all S. were
"Ivan the follower Inquiry! "I'd like you to remember b.ck *o tha
fir.t one we did. Do you remember anything in rartieulpr th.t
happened
.ft.r we did the one with the pipe?" If tha P »nid "ye.,"
1 countarad with "what?". If $ 8aid "no.- L continued with -Do yoa
renember me Baying anything to you?" If the 3 .aid "ye.," E
countarad with
-what?". Jr th# W9 th# £ #lth0p -r0nt|irrtK)Utly
Indicated that ha renumbered tha •anmirlou. phra»e, or indicated re-
call aftar further nroarMn", ha w*. a.kert,
-ell, how did you feel
about that." ^ the caae where 3 denied reoall after both lead,
had been re.anted by K, h. was aaked, "Do you ramembar ae eaylnf
that I thought you'd dona . poor Job?" If £ acVnowledfad recall .t
thi. point, ha i*. .gain .eked, "How did you feel about ltT" If
denied recall at thi. point, h. wa. told that ha had dcne"a very
(food Jot on practically .11 of the..," and a.. <fi.»i.aed. It w..
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not considered feasible to pursue inquiry in the face of rigidly
maintained denial defenses. This situation was rawly encountered,
and most Ss indicated awareness of the censure at MM point in this
progression of increasingly more relevant questioning.
Once 8» were permitted to express their feelings about the
censure, they were then informed as to the purpose of the censure,
lie aim here was to relieve as much anxiety as possible, and each
S was dealt *ith in terms of his apparent needs and degree of dis-
turbance at the moment. In all cases it was made clear that no re-
port of his performance would be given to the hospital staff for
purposes of treatment, retention, or discharge decisions. Follow-
ing this explanation, S was again asked how he felt about the
censure. The question was now posed in a more informal context,
and the explicit idea that "now that you know what it's about, how
did you really feel about what I ssid to you" was conveyed.
The inquiry into the effects of censure, at least in terms of
what an S could consciously or comfortably report, was conducted to
obtain additional qualitative information. It occurred after all
experimental operations had been completed. Essentially, it was
hoped that some kind of notion as to the qualitative emotional re-
sponse evoked by the censure could be constructed. Ko hypotheses
were advanced prior to the experiment as to the way in which 5s
would deal with this inquiry situation, or what the nature of their
response a might be.
coring i Object Sorting Teat
The nature of the sorting made by jl with the sample item was
d according- to three broad area* designated by F.apaport (icl*5)t
1. Adequacy of categorization;
An adequate aort ia a grouping vhich a) ia rele-
vant to the sample object, b) ia baaed on | ooncept which
ia common or well accepted, and c) serre^ates clearly a
sufficient number of objects.
relevant to the sample object, and b) does not take account
of the other object a at the S»a diapoeal.
2. level
1) Abe Iract
The eorting la characterized by ji aa a croup of
items which represent a classification or cat* coxy*
2) vunctional-Concrcte
The concrete sorting is not characterized by It as
a group of items whioh represent a class! fic; tion or
category. Rather, the sorting is characterized in va^ue
terms which in«*icate that no unifying concept or classifi-
cation or category has served as a basis for the sorting.
The functional Itvel indicates ei&phasie on the use of the
objects included, rather than on the label of the classifi-
cation alone.
athclpfyica: Indicators (Synergistic, tabulated
,
Symbolic, Chain) are also included in concept Level j these
2) inadequate
An inadequate aort is a grouping which a) is not
are MlMl in detail by Rapaport (19A5) and refer to the
kind* of autistic language and logic observed by CaKPron,
Sullivan or loldatein. Indicators are manifested by
bizarre or illo~ical verbalizations which *ccosipany the
description of the sorting given by the S.
3« Span
1 ) I oosc
If wore than 2 irrelevant objects are present in
a sorting, it is considered "Loose."
2) Nfe rrow
If «ore than 2 relevant objects are not included
in a sorting, it is considered "Harrow."
The criteria for aaaignlnr all scores are provided by Rapaport
(19**5) through detailed definitions and examples (Cf Appendix £>)•
In the present investigation, each sorting was evaluated for
the presence or ac»» r.ce of these criteria, as follows!
1, Adequate categorization or Inadequate categorisation was
scored 1 or 0, respectively.
2, Abstract concept level equaled 1, and Functional-Concrete
concept level equaled C.
3, Neither loose or Narrow concept span was scored 1, and
either loose or Narrow concept span was scored 0.
k. The presence of any latholoeicel Indicator was scored 0,
and the absence as 1.
In the case where the
_
refused to make the requested sort, and the
appropriate encouragement was given (rtapaport, 19^5) • the lack of
response was classified as a rejection. Thue, no credit was ?iven
for suoh an item, which of oouree had a potential of k points of
credit.
There was thus a possible rang* of 0-U points for each sorting,
end a possible range of 0-20 point a over the five sortings for each
S, for a total of 8 ^a in each condition at each level. The mean
score for each S_ on all five sortings was used as the dependant
assure of the affects of experimental conditions, yielding a total
of 8 mean Mfptf in each of 6 cells in an analysis of variance. A
detailed presentation of the scores given to each response received
to each of the items by all £s, la presented in Appendix D,
C. Scoring: MlHps Seals of Premorbid Adjustment
Case records were obtained from the Tocial Service Office of
the Korthamiton Vetersn* Administration Hospital, and were selected
at random from the current files. Those cases which did not provide
scores on the tests ( Scheier Vocabulary end Similarities) used in
the /-./tching procedure were excluded, ""he remainine: eases were then
selected for age end educational level. After this initial screen-
ing, scored the oontants of the case records acoording to the
criteria spa© 5 fled in the Phillips Scala. Following Blake (1955).
the good and poor premorbid groups wen formed by a split at the
median of the distribution of scores.
In orccr to coun ute scoring reliability, a ssiaple of 20 cases
evaluated by 1 I ware given to two Clinical Psychologists at the
Northampton Veterans Administration Hospital, for index .-ndent scor-
ing, 'ach Judge scored one-hslf of these cases, without knowledge
of r'e scoring, "'liability of scoring was then obtained by compar-
inc the scores resigned by _i with those assigned by eaoh of the
clinicians, using the Pearson Troduet Konent Correlation. Tince the
V had scored all 20 esses, and each Judge hfd scored only half this
amount, two separate measures of reliability were obtained. The
correlations betveon^ 1 s judgments and the clinicians' Judgjmenta
were .99 snd .98 for the two sets of records. The exceedingly high
relationships found indicated that the judfes placed all £8 °« *n
almost identical point along the rhillips continuum of premorbid
adjustment. It might be noted that inspection of the scoring sheets
indicate frequent disagreement between jj and the judges in terns of
a specific subscale in the total complex of five subscalea. However,
these discrepancies averaged out, so that total Scale scores were
almost identical.
oT esulti
Several conditions must be met in order for obtained results on
the object sorting test to be meaningful. First, the analysis of
variance test used assumes that the variances within the several
groups do not differ significantly. Lindquist (1956, p. 83) notes
that marked heterogeneity of variance has a small but real effect
on the form of the F distribution. Thus, the Hartley Ratio test
( talker & Lev, 1953, P . 192) suggested by Edwards (195*+) was employed
in a simple test of homogeneity of variance. A ratio of the largest
sums of squares to the smallest yields an F ratio of 35.07, which
fails to meet significance at even the
.05 level) homogeneity of
variance was thus assumed to exist. Second, in both a quantitative
and qualitative sense, the similarity of subgroups at each level of
adjustment in the experimental design is a crucial factor. In
order that any differences between groups may be unequivocally
attributable to the censure condition alone, it is necessary to
establish whether Si vrrv- I ' o;.-e :„ a^tcn^d on r<~' c-vrt v r« ... ' --s.
Table 1 presents a summary of the means and standard deviations of
adjustment groups in each condition on variables employed in the
matching of subjects. It can be seen that there is an essential
similarity between mean age, education, similarities and vocabulary
scores for the subgroups at. each level. The F ratio (which compares
the mean of the six groups) is not significant in each case.
Similarly, there is good agreement between scores on these variables
for the major adjustment groups as a wiole, ignoring subgroup
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classifications of censure and no censure • Thus, for ncrxals,
roods, and poors the average age for subjects In both conditions is
38.1, 3^»5» end 35.0 jeers respectively. In like manner, educa-
tional level reached is 10.7, 12.1 and 1C.9 yeers resyect ively.
Further, .eehslcr vocabulary subtest scaled scores average 11.0,
UJt and 11.6, respectively. In teras of Phillips scores of pre-
morbid adjustment , it is note<i that the average score for good
premorbids in both the censure and no censure condition is half that
of the poor premorbids in both conditions (10.0 versus 20.7.
re sr actively).
The variables of age, education, and vocabulary scores were
employed to match subjects involved in the adjustment classifications
as a whole. The subgroups (censure and no censure) at each adjust-
ment level .;©re further matched on the echsler similarities subtests
the close agreement in similarities scaled scores can be ssen by
inspection of Table 1. Finally, the mean scores in the control
ooject sorting: item for subgroups at each level are presented.
While such matching variables as age and educational level are
equated with relative ease, the factor of similar capacity for con-
ceptual attainment in sutfroups fit each level is of considerably
ore interest and importance.
Subjects were selected within subgroups on the basis of compar-
able performjince in We«hsler similarities, as already noted.
Further, a control item was included to offer the possibility of a
statistical control, should it be the case that empirical matching
was unsuccessful, hean adequacy of performance scores in
this
itam, and the applied t-teete between each ptir of means for aach
subgroup, ia presented in Table 2. It oon be seen thut each
randomly aelected subgroup at eaoh level performed in virtually the
aama way upon the centre" 4 eat lie..;, lltfalr, the scorin,-; nr. -e of
C-Ui points; all deviations in near, acorea are apparently due com-
pletely to c;.unca factors. On this basie, matching; of aubgroupe
waa considered adequate, and it was not considered necessary to par-
form a statistical adjustment of scores in the analysis of variance.
An analysis of cc-variance had earlier been considered for this
purpose.
Since the quantitative existence of both homojenaity of vari-
ance and acle^uato matching ware satisfactorily verified, and since
the F diatribution is practically unaffectad by lack of symmetry of
criterion measurae according to Lindquist (1956, p. 61), it was con-
cluded that any results obtained in the analysis of variance could
be attributed almost exclusively to the effects of the imposed
experlaental conditione of presence or absence of censure.
Table 3 preaenta the ^asic data employed in the analysis of
variance designed to test the hypotbaaea involved in thie investiga-
tion. Ttaa mean acorea for adequacy of object Porting performance
for all groups and conditions is Included here. These mean scoree
represent points along a scaring scale of 0-4, A ecore of 1 ia
fivan on each count of a sorting oelng Adequate in categorization,
showing no Pathological Indicators, being neither 'ooae or Narrow
in concept epan, and being Abstract in oonoept lf.vel. Similarly, a
acora of 0 is £iven <» #ttch count of an Inadequate,
' oose cr Harrow,

Tabla 3
Maana and 'standard Darlatlona for Adaquaoy of
Cbjaot Sorting 1 arforuumoa
(Por aaoh aubrroup, N*8)
Iroup | No Canaura , Canaura , , Total i
,
Xm*n 3D
, fcl SD , ,h*an Cb ,
Normala I 2.60 I .575 • Ml > M ••?.66 I .U83'
Tood Pf^ortid* [ 2. 10 [ [ LB? [ .910 ',J~.06 j .7*0
loor ii^iDorbida • 2.1? • .9* • 1 .57 ' "1.8b
|
.573
Mil ! 2.^1 ! .588 • 1.97 • .728 i,2.19 i .691
or Functional-Concrete sorting, and the presence of ?athological
Indicators. The total number of 1 scores ia summed »nd divided by
5 (the number of items printed). In the caae where Rejections
occur (i.e., refusal to sort as rniueeted), tin- total sua of the 5«»
sccres ia divided by the constant of 5, despite the ! ! having
attempted or completed leas than 5 sortings. The resultant mean
ecore for each subject serves as I measure of the adequacy of object
sorting performance, the dependent variable selected in this inves-
tigation.
""able k presents the obtained F ratios of the adjustment and
censure variables, as mell aa the interaction between these two
factors. Figure 1 Illustrates these relationships graphically. It
had been hypothealzed that censure would neve an increasingly mors
detrimental effect upon conceptual performance as a function of
increasingly riore negative premorbid adjustment. "Komall*yw as an
adjuatiient 1< vel in this sense represents the moat positive point
along the continuuu of "adjustment." The table shows that, first,
the effect of adjustment level is highly significant. This indi-
cates that the Sa assigned to the various edjustcent groups (through
the use of the Phillips ~eale) differed significantly in their
capacity for successful performance in the Object Sorting test,
"he Duncan multiple range test (Federer, 1950) was aprli«d in order
to determine between which psirs of groups the significant differ-
ences existed. The difference between the normals and poor pre-
aorbids mean scores is .8125, end is 2 3iver than the value of .572**
needed for airnifioar.ee at the .CI lerrel of eonfldrr.ee. In like
Table k
Analysis of Variance of Adequacy of Object Sorting
Performance Scores as a Function of I resortid
Adjustment Level and Wild Verbal Censure
Souroe df GS m F
Adjust?r.«nt 2 5.662 2.840 8.958**
Censure 1 2.?53 2.253 7.107*
Adjustaer.t x Cenoure 2 .162 .081 .255
v'ithin rroup (w) k2
.317
Tot.il U?
" * 'Uenificant a* «0C1
• Siipuificent at .01 level
i*iann»r, tlje difference bet wen the normals tnd good premorbids iuean
scores is .6CCI, and is larger than the value of .^USjj required for
significance at the .01 level. Thue, results of the test indicate
that the differe*.^ wfet«een nervals, as compared with both ^ood and
poor premorbid schizophrenics, is si^jiificant beyond the .CI level,
^owver, the difference between the good and poor premorbid iL&an
score* (.2125) does not reach significance at even the .05 level,
where tne value of .40?j mu.it be exceeded for significance It -»ust
be remembered, however, that the Luncan test is based on the wean
scores for normals, goods, and poors, and as such incluc.ee the
performance of each of these groups under ooth the censure and the
no-censure c^noitions. ..everthelcas, at this point it would appear
that the good and poor premorbid groups function in a more or less
homogeneous i&anner, and are essentially nondiitinrulshable on the
basis of the scoring system employed. In this sense, the two
clinical groups are in oppoiltion to the normal group, and the
frequently observed phenomenon of a dichotomy in performance between
e normal population and a heterogeneous schisophrenic population may
be noted. Inspection of ."i. uia 1, ho*ever, will indicate that the
two clinical groups appear to be rank-ordered in the expected
direction, with the poor premorbids attaining the poorest quality
of conceptual behavior both with and without the censure condition,
Further, the three groups considered together reveal the expected
rank-ordering of performance trend, as a function of sd.iustii.ent.
Second, it is apparent from ".able h that censure served as a
sufficient condition to depress adequacy of performance in all

:groups. Thus, censure produced a decrement In performance regard-
less of the level of adjustment. Thus, there is a degree of
independence between these factors of censure and adjustment.
Third, this degree of independence is such that the effect of
censure was to iMpr^an adequacy of performance to an almost equal
extent in all groups, resulting in a statistically non-significant
interaction effect* Thus, censure was not shown to produce increas-
ingly reore detrimental effects upon conceptual behavior as a function
of the continuum of normality to poor premorbidity, at least in teres
of over-all -roup mean scores.
In aunmwry, then, it appears that both the nature of adjustment
and the presence or absence of censure, are important determinants
of the extent to which Ss are able to perform with a minimum of
performance deviancy on the Object Sorting test. However, the
expected interaction effect of these variables was not demonstrated
in the analysis of variance. A. further examination of Figure 1 will
indicate the relative apparent ranking of adjustment groups in the
expected direction, as well as the highly significant separation of
the normal group as compared with the rood and poor premorbids,
indicated by the Duncan Kange test. Mnce the Duncan test was per-
formed between mean scores for adjustment groups in both no censure
an: censure conditions, it becomes necessary to examine the signifi-
cance of rank-ordering in both of these conditions alone.
Table 5 presents the analysis of variance of adequacy of
performance in the no censure condition alone. The obtained F ratio
is not significant at the .05 level; however, since a ratio of 3.W
is required for .05, and the obtained ratio is 3.^1*
Table 5
Analysis of Variance of Adequacy of Object Sorting
rerforaence in the Ko-censure Condition Alone
Source df SS MS F
Adjustment t 1.965 .9825
ithin grcupa (w) 21 5,995 .2855
Total 23 7.960
Significant at .06 lerel
roaeible to apply the Luncan teat her* to determine If algnificanoe
•xlte between selected pairs of mesne. The difference botwaan tha
mean score* of normala and poor preaorbide Is ,675, end is larger
than tho value of .509 required for ai^niflcnnce at the .05 level
(but la smaller than .802, the value required for algni flounce at
•01). Thia difference in adequacy of performance between normala
and poors la thus significant at the .05 level. However, the differ-
ence between tha mean score of normals snd good premorbids is .500,
and is lesa than .764 or the value required for significance at
.05. Similarly, the difference between the mean acore a of poor j re-
morbids and good premorbids is .175* and is less than the .76*+
re luired for significance at tha .05 level. Thue, only the largest
difference in mean acorea, that between normals and poors, can be
considered a relatively significant one. "he rank ordering of
adequacy of performance acorea in the expected direction, for the
no censure condition, is supported in terms of meaningful trends
rather than atronr statistical evidence.
Table 6 presents the snalysis of variance of adequacy of
performance In the cenaur* condition alone. The obtained F ratio
la aignif leant beyond the .05 level. The Duncan taat lndicatee
the difference between normala and poors of .950 i» greater than
the value .924, and la thua sicnifleant at the .01 level. The
difference in mean scores between normals and goods is .700, and
is greater than the value .646 (tut not the .01 value of .880)
required for significance at the .05 level. Finally, the mean acore
difference of .250 between gooda and poors is less than the value of
Tibia 6
Analysis of Variance of Adequacy of objeot sorting
larformnnca in the L«naur» Condition Alone
source df S3 MS f
Adjustment t 3.68** l.yU20
within groups (w) 21 9.305 .3955
Total 30 12.189
Significant beyond .05 level.
.646 required for slgnifiobnoe at tho ,05 lml, Thus, in the
censure condition we may note greater d*gr*«s of *ep« ration between
adjustment groups than is to hi found in the no-censure condition.
However, in both oonditiona, the trend of rank-ordering »a a func-
tion of adjustment is apparent. Further, in both oonditiona the
difference between normals and poora la significant t in the case of
the censure condition this differ*no• ia even wore reliably sub-
stantiated* While in the no-censure con.it.lon the difference
between normals and goods is not significant, the same comparison
in the censure oondition yields significance, finally, in neither
the no censure nor the censure oondition is the difference between
the two clinical groups significant, although there is s trend in
rank-ordering in the expected direction.
Up to this point, we have been dealing with the dependent
measure of adequacy of performsnce as defined prior to the execution
of this Investigation. It should be noted, however, thst the high
frequency of rejections whioh occurred (especially in the poor pre-
morbid group) was not anticipated. It is possible, however, to
I resent results in terns of a devlancy of perforoance measure,
which would fire apeoiel negative weight to rejections. The method
employed here was to score 1 point for esch devisnt response
(inadequate, I atholo^ioal indicators present, loos* or :«arrow concept
span, functional-Concrete concept level) , and k points for esch item
rejection, he results of such an analysis can then be oompared
with tho** Of Tabl* whioh deal with the hypothesis of adjustment-
censure interaction and the sepsrate effects of edjust*ent end
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censure, and with those of Tables 5 and 6 whloh deal with the
hypothesis concerning the rank order of adequacy of narformrnce in
both tha eeneum and no cennuro conditiona aa a function of adjuet-
m«nt.
Table 7 presents tha analyaia of varicnca of deviency in Ob>ot
Porting performance, including a weighting factor for each rejec-
tion of test ltama manifested. It can ba seen that tha affact of
adjuatment leva! la highly al^niflcant uainp thia weighted measure,
and produces a decree of elryiiflc ncr even more reliable than that
produoed using the dependent measure of adequacy of performance.
The effect of cenaure la an»in significant, but with aomcwhot leea
reliability than waa detnonat rated ualng the adequacy of performance
measure, leneral'y, however, tha weighted maaaure civ* a the MM
re milt as the adequacy of perfonrcne* rate aura in terme of the main
effect a of »< .^uetn.ent and cenaure. Further, there la a similar
lack of a significant interaction effect between adjuatment and
cenaure. In like manner, the Duncan i mge teat applied to thia
weiphted data reveals that the overall tlffer^ncea between mean
scores in both the no cenaure and cenaure conditiona follows the
same pattern indicated in the unweighted data, Thue, the difference
between the mean weighted deviancy of performance aoorea of the
normals and poors is 4.3800, and la greater than the value of
2.8^20 required for etgnifiennce at the ,01 level. The difference
in mean eoores between the normals and rood a la 3. 192, md la
greatmr than the value of 1.650 required for significance at .01.
However, aa in the case of the adequacy of performance messure, the
Table 7
Analysis of Variance of Leviancy in Object Sorting
i erforuiance. Including a lighting Ffictor for
i ach ejection of Test Iteas manifested
Source df ss KS t
Adjustment 2 163,000 61.500 10.280**
Censure 1 50.000 50.000 6.307*
Adjustment x Censure 2 2.000 1.000 .126
•
.'ithin ^rour-p (w) h2 333.000 7.928
Total 5^8.000
Significant at .001 level
Significant at .02 level
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mean score difference of 1,185 between the clinical groups is less
than thfe value of I.65C required for significance st the .CI level.
It is also less than the value of 1.1+20 required for significance
at the ,C5 level. Thus far, then, the results of the weighted
measure are essentially similar to those of the unweighted adequacy
of performance 0* a cure.
A further way of viewing this weighted data has been considered
in Table 3, Kere, Chi-square comparisons of deviancy in Object
Sorting performance, including the weighting factor for rejections,
is presented in terras of the no censure to censure transition, The
extent of performance deviancy has been translated into percentages
of response scored 1 in the weighted dependent measure employed in
Table 7. Tims, 1 point is given to Inadequate, loose or Narrow,
nnd Functional-Concrete sorting, and the presence of Pathological
Indicators, plus k points for each item rejected, "he total number
of devisncles is divided in each cas* by 160, which represents the
total number of possible 1 scores attainable (there aie 5 ite*»a
per subject by four criteria, by eight subjects per group). These
data een thus be viewed as measures of the percent of deviant
response, and are compared by Chi-aquare in 2 x 2 tables represent-
ing both the presence and absence of deviant sortings for all
criteria combined. This table indicatea that the num^r of deviant
response does not increase significantly in the no-censure to
censure transition for the normal and good premorbid groups.
How-
ever, the increments in deviancy in the trans? tion are in
accord
with expectations, and the level of deviancy attained by
the normal
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/roup in both condition* la still less than that attained by the
clinical groups avan in the no censure condition alone. The signi-
fleant finding her* occurs in the mm of the poor premorLidu in
their no censure to censure transition. The difference of 76
deviant scores in the no censure condition, ee compared with 97
deviant acoraa in tho oanaura condition yiolda a X2 of 3*^9
•
•lroiiricant beyond tha ,03 lcval. *hus, it ia only in the poor
premorbid group that the additional negative consideration slven
to itext rejection produces significantly more davluncy in the no
censure to censure transition. This Measure aay perhaps be viewed
ss s combined conoeptuel-behavioral one, in that it Includes not
only devlanoy in concept performance*, out devianoy in capacity to
retrain in the experimental situation and continue to participate in
the required tasks.
To continue the analysis or data which involves the weighting
factor for rejections, we may now compare tho nature of rank-
ordering effects in the no censure and censure conditions alone. It
will be reoalled that the data presented in Tables 5 »nd 6* employ
the measure of ade<*»aoy of perfonaanoe , and indicate sn essential
similarity in rank-ordering of ade ^aoy of performance in the no
cenaure and censure conditions separaUly, in the expected direc-
tion*. However, in neither eaa* was the difference cetwesn the
two clinical groups s significant one, fable 9 preeente the analysis
of variance of devianoy in object Porting performance, again includ-
ing the weighting factor Tor r*>ctiona, io no censure condition
alone. The over-all f ratio here is ei,«nlfieant at the M I****
Table 9
Analyaia cf Variance of r*>viancy in Object Sorting
J>rforn;.nee t Including a eichtlnR ?actor for
Rejections, in the Fo-eenmire Condition Alone
Source df SS KS ?
Adjuetrwnt 2 65.000 3?. 500 ^.320»
Vithin groupe (w) 21 158.000 7.52**
Total 23 ??3.000
Significant at .05 lo*el
The rr.tlo of U.3?C aiay be eou-rared with the ratio of 3.^1 in
Table 5; in the latter esse si ^-nifleant «ilffr rer.eee between aifcan
adequacy of perfornu;nce scores ware found only between the normal*
and the poor preaorbida, in the no-ceneure condition alone. In
terns of the mean scores for deviancy, vith a weighting for rf Mo-
tions, aa presented in Table 9, we again find thut only tha differ-
ence between the nonwilp rnd poor premorbids la significant, although
the trend is ae*in in the ejected direction, Th* 'uncan Ran L^ > test
at.
:
lied to 4 he data of 'able 9 indie? tec that the differance bctveon
the scan deviancy scores of the normals and poors ia 3.875. *nd is
greater than tho value of 3.00*+ required for eipnificonc© at the
,05 level, However it ia less than the value of "4.089 required for
significance at the ,01 level . '\irther, the r.ean score difference
between nomala and cooda is 1.875 • and is less then the value cf
-.859 required for significance at .05. similarly , the nean scores
for deviancr between goods and poors yield a difference of 1.000,
which is less than the 2.659 required for significance at the .05
] evel.
-able 10 presents the analysis of variance for weichted devianoy
in the eenaure condition alone, and is coi jflNMi to the data for
unweighted adequacy of performance as presented in Table 6.
The
over-all T ratio of 6.C60 ia significant beyond the .01
level, and
is more highly reliable than the ratio of MM ! 6 *» tb>
sasje condition. Tn the case of the adequacy of
performance measure,
the Duncan Kange tost indicated that the differance
between nomaIs
•nd poors was .iflnlfleant at ,01, the difference
between normals and
Tafel* 10
Analyala of Variance of l^rinncy in Object Porting
F«rform«nca, Including a 'ei^htin" factor fop
ejections, in tha Canaure Condition Alone
uwfttroa if n
Jdjuataient 2 101.000 50.500 6.060*
'Within groupa (w) ?1 175.000 8.333
lotal 23 276.000
Significant at .01 level
goods significant at
.05. and the comparison of the tvo clinical
roups yielded no significance. In the present esse of the weighted
deviancy measure, these MM comparison. ar« all signifie-nt at the
.01 level. Thus, the difference between the *ean devlaney scores
of the normals and poors is MP, and is larger than the value of
1.359 required for significance at .01. The difference between
normals and goods, in tares of mean deviancy scores, is 3.5CO, and
Is larger than 1.359 required at .01. Finally, the difference be-
tween the two clinical groups is 1.375. and la larger than the
value of 1.359 re-mired for si^ificance at the .01 level, ^hus,
a consideration of the data in terms of a combined conce; tual-
behavioral measure indicntes thpt the atypical frequency of rejec-
tions In the clinical groups as compared with the normal group,
results in highly significant rank-ordering of adjustment groups
in the censure condition ("able 10), and | significant increment in
the percentage of deviant responses for all criteria con-Dined in
the no censure to censure transition for the poor premorbid -roup
only tin comparison with the ^oods and normals) as shown in 'able
8. In addition, the main effects of adjustment and censure become
more clear-cut, in tarns of more robust F rstios, vhvn such a
combined measure is employed; however, while the rank-ordering
effect, xnd the no-censure to censure transition effect Jn the
poor premorbid group, become more apparent using thie measure, the
hypothesis of significant interaction between adjustment ?nd censure
is not supported by either ceasure.
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A farther way of viewinr obtained date is to consider the
effects of both censure and adjustment, as NU as the interaction
of these variables, in terms of a measure which reflects adequacy
of conceptual performance independent of the rejection of test
iteois.
-hut is, we *ay examine adequacy of perforaance purely in
terms of the criteria of conceptual perforates involved in this
investigation (oateirorlzation adequacy, concept span, concept
level, and patholoeieel indicators), omit^lnr entirely fro* the
calculations the category of rejection. :'ucu a breakdown cf the
date ie analyted in Table 11.
The oessure of purely conceptual response adequacy depends
upon the number of items actually completed by a subject, fnus,
the means of each group represent the number of conceptually
adequate sortings ^ counting 1 point each for adequacy of catejori-
zction, neither loose or narrow concept span, the absence of
pathological indicators, and abstract concept level) but divided
by the total number of completed sortings .
Table 11 indicates that neither the effeot of adjustment level
nor the presence or absence of censure are significant variables in
terms of the purely conceptual adequacy of response in (Jbject Sort-
ing* S^urther, on the basis of such a measure, there is arain no
interaction effect between the adjustment and censure variables.
Thus, while the main effects of adjustment nnd censure am shown
to be significant on the basis of the measure of ade-juacy of Object
Porting- performance, as well as on the basis of a measure weighted
for the rejection of test items, these same variables ,-ire not seen
Nttt 11
Analysis of V-riur.ca of ' uraly Conceptual
fcaaronaa Adequacy as a Function of J raiuorbid
Adjustment I«vel and Mid Verbal Cenaure
source df F
Adjuataient 2 1.5*0 .790 1.970
Censure 1 1.350 1.350 3.367
Adjuotiiient x Cenaure 7 .190 .095 .?37
ithin (Tour (*) 1*2 16.8^0 ,i*01
Total 19.960
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to affect performance In terms of a purely conceptual measure. It
then becomes apparent that the rejection of teat items ia a variable
which is largely responsible for the occurrence of performance
deficits as a function of either censure or adjustment level. hen
the category of rejections is omitted froe the analysis of data,
the potency of these variable* is greatly reduced.
2t may also be noted at this point that attempt* to compare the
extent of purely conceptual response deviancy in the no-censure to
censure transition, for separate scoring criteria, were considered.
As in the case of the aeasure of purely conceptual response
adequacy just discussed, the aeasure of purely conceptual response
deviancy depended upon the number of items actually completed by a
subject. Thus, the percentages represent the number of deviant
sortings (counting 1 point each for categorization inadeipiacy,
either loose or narrow concept span, the preaence of pathological
indicators, and functional-concrete concept level) divided by the
total number of possible devienoies. The "total possible" was
again a function, in turn, of the nunsber of rejections; for each
rejection in a jjroup, the total possible number of deviant responses
for any category of scoring was reduced by one. These data are pre-
sented for examination in ~able 12. The base used in the deviancy
percentage can be seen to vary as a function of the number of rejec-
tions indicated in the Rejection column of the Table. It should be
noted, further, that the base for percent calculations in the
Rejection column remains as a constant of 40, as there are 40 possi-
ble opportunities for item rejection in any group (5 it**s by 8 Si).

Chi-square comparisons wer* Biac* of purely conceptual response
deviancy in the no-censure to censure transition for the sepc rate
scoring criteria. The resultant chi-square values served to verify
what is reasonably obvious from inapecUon of Table 12, i.e., the
Increments in devlancy of a purely conceptual kind between a no-
censure and a censure condition are not statistically significant
in any case. While such comparisons were not originally planned in
the initial format of this investigation, they are presented here
for whatever interest they may hold.
Table 13 presents the data of Table 12 re-organized by no-
oeneure and censure conditions separately. F ratios were computed
oetween the means of the ecoree of adjustment groups in each
separate condition for each criterion employed. It was found that
there were no significant F ratios between means erccot for the
case of Rejections under censure. Here an ? of 6.739 i» significant,
and compares the over-all degree of separation of performance scores
between the thre* groupe. Table 1^ shows the analysis of variance
data for this particular category of rejection under censure. The
Luncan Kange test indicates that the mean score difference between
the normals and poors is .275, and is grester than the value of
.229 required for significance at the .01 level. However, the
difference between the normals and goods of .10C is less thsn that
required for significance at even the .05 level (.160). Further,
the difference between the mean deviancy scores of the two clinical
groups (1.75) i» grsster than the value of .160 required for sig-
nificance at the .05 level. Thus, the ranking of deviancy scores
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Table 1U
Analysis of Variance of the Difference
Betwsen Oroupa for the Category of
Rejections Under Censure
Source df s MS F
Adjuatraent t .310 .155 6,739*
Within groups (w) 21 .U75 .023
Total 23 .785
rienificant at .01 level
for rejection under- ceneure alone the normality to roor premorbidity
continuum, offer* partial evidence fcr the possibility of ranV-
ordering effects within I component scoring crtegcry.
lenerally, however, such en effect doee not cppeor to occur.
However, the component ontegorioe ere considered only to determine
where rank-ordering takes plrce. Ko hypotheses ore involved in euoh
oo»pari*ona, end support for a hypotheais of rank-ordering of
devionoy on component categories for the censure or no-censure con-
dition alone was not intended in the original development of
hypotheses in this investigation. As already noted, the data con-
cerned with purely conceptual resjonew deviancy in the no-oer sure
to censure transition for the separate scoring criteria also involves
no a priori hypotheses.
discussion
The
: ffects of Censure on Adequacy of
|
erformance
First, it is noted thst the hypothesis that mild verbel
VOUld an i*W*MtatfP detrimental effect upon ade^acy of object
sorting performance as a function of level of adjustment was not
supported. It appears that the effect of censure is to depress
performance to a relatively equal extent, regardless of the nature
of premorbid adjustment or normality. This effect is observed when
performance is considered in terms of a compoaite analysis involving
all of the criteria of conceptual performance employed in this
investigation. It is also observed when additional wight is
assigned to the manifestation of ite* rejections. In addition, an
analysis of the separate scoring criteria reveals that censure does
not result in significant increments in conceptual deviancy in •
manner which is selective in tents of the component scoring category
being considered.
Thus, the clinical groups do not manifest significant increB«ente
in concrete levels of verbalisation for their sortings under censure,
nor is there a si gnificant increment in the use of pathological
verbalizations. ?uch increase* under censure would be predicted
from the theoretical formulations dealing with the social disorgani-
zation and disarticulation of the schizophrenic patient (Cameron,
1939, aftfi 195*M Sullivan, 195*0. In addition, there are no aig-
nificant increments in such categories aa concept span (loose or
narrow) or oatejgorlxation inadequacy under oanaure.
It apr*are th»t the mont Important factor whloh la involved In
the production of over-all perfomanoo defiolt. under oeneurc aa a
function of adjuetaent ia that of lte* rejection. Freaent reeulta
•uggaat that tha YarUl canaura applied haa tha affaot of etrangthen-
ing defeneee daal^nad to remove tha echliophrenie , on a behavioral
(rathar than poaeibly on u conceptual) level froai tha threat of a
atraaaful altuation. At auoh thara la an increment in activation
to withdraw, or eonvereely a decrement in motlvatlona for partici-
pation. Tha Motivation to withdraw may ba vl awad as ona of eeveral
oafanaaa employed by tha echi*ophrenic patient. Incraaaaa in thraat
eerve to inorcaae tha anlfeetatlon of dafanaaa, ona of which la tha
Motivation to withdraw, l'or example, Heath (19#) notaa that achiao-
phrenloa ehow significantly more reeponae diaorcaniaatlon on
atatract intellectual taeke under anxiety than undar non-anxiety
ltuationa.
hue, in tha Haath atudy, aa wall aa in the ant Ira re «aarch
program of t!» J ^dniok and larmeey rroup, canaura cuea (whether
built into tha teat Material* or Induced by the experimenter) ere
found to produce a dieorganiilne effect upon performance . However,
in tha preaent investigation, tha diaorganitlng effect eppeere to
occur in a behavioral real* (ltaai rejection) rather than in a
conceptual (abatract prooeaeaa) realm, Further, the notion that
conceptual JefloSt ia a primitive ego defenaa maohanian which pro-
tect a the echiaophranic from anxiaty Ooldetein, 1 939 1 Heath, 1936,
Tcmblan, 19371 Feldman and : raegow, 1931 1 J»Ur, 1931) doe* not
appear to gain support in the present Investigation. This point of
view augceete that under threat, the secondary processes (the ego
procesees) arc unable to function efficiently. Kence, the ability
to abstract from sensory data, criteria for conceptual classifica-
tion, is impaired. Tnatead, concrete data, based upon sensory
impression, capture the individual's attention. Feldiaan and
^rasgow (1951) note that the typicsl mode of the schisophrenic is
concrete, and coament that "the failure of the ego to make even
simple abstractions in an effective way of withdrawing from and
shutting out the hostile and fearful environment perceived by the
schizophrenic. 1* Conorcteness is thus viewed as a defense against
anxiety. However, in the present investigation, gross behavioral
withdrawal under threat appears to be a more aalient defense against
anxiety. Indeed, when the effects of censure and adjustment alone
are considered, as well aa the interaction of theae effects, in
terms of a purely conceptual measure of performance, significant
results are not obtained* However , when behavioral withdrawal aa
well is considered in the analysis, the effects of adjustment and
censure are rather striking in their capacity for producing a
performance deficit. Nevertheless, the hypothesized interaction
effect is not obtained eTsn with a measure weighted for behavioral
withdrawal
.
The lack of a significant infraction effect octveen censure
and adjust ent level appears to be attributable to several con-
ditions. Kirst, it eeema likely that the verbal cor.au re employed
was not sufficiently stressful or anxiety-producing to h;-ve
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differential effects upon the schizophrenic groups. Since the Fre-
morbidity distinction involves a measure of the decree of personal
withdrawal from social living, it had been hypothesized that the
poor premorbid group under NMW -nould exhibit a relatively greater
degree of conceptual deviancy in comparison with the
-ood premorbid
group. Reaction sensitivity to censure was assumed to be greater
in the poor premorbid group, hence leading to a relatively greater
decree of symbolic (conceptual) withdrawal under censure. t|
Cameron ftftf) notes, in the childhood of schisophrenic patients
there, have developed self attitudes which leave the person
"unusually reaction sensitive to st-na thrt he may be ,-uilty,
inferior, or unworthy in the oyes of others." Mle behavioral
withdrawal is seen in the present investigation, this kind of con-
ceptual withdrawal is not exhibited under stress.
It is possible, then, that under conditions of minimal threat
a schisophrenic group may not manifest extremely disorganised be-
havior ;/ith res: ect to speci ric cencey tual criteria, "owever, given
greater threat the disorganization may possibly become more salient
in the conceptual rather than the behavioral realm,
Nevertheless, conceptual deficit occurin;? in reaction to items
that were rejected must not be ruled out. The present experiment
provides no information which would allow one to determine whether
conceptual deficit would have been observed had such items been
completed. *vhen a test item is rejected, there is really no
"performance" at all, but rather & "lack of performance,'' Thus,
the disorganisation occurs in terms of a lack of particip? Mon,
6i
rather than in ttmi of low quality participation. At present, it
la not poasibla to aay whathar the mild verbal cansure broueht
about a condition of tha higher mental procear.es which would ba
conduciva to. or lead to, a deficit in conceptual functioning had
tha rejected items been attempted.
In any event, tha result* of this study do raise the question
of whether the contention of the Rodnick and Tameay group (that
minimal censure produces disorganising effects upon performance)
con be extended to verbal behavior of the kind required of subjects
in this study. That is, the subjects had to make a verbal response,
a response which the literature indicates is usually below that of
normals due to the necessity of social interaction and the threat
it creates. The Object Sorting categories of concept level and
pathological indicators (and in oome cases those of concept span
or categorization adequacy) require a verbal response for scoring.
Uenee it is poeeible that subjects are already disorganised to some
extent before mild verbal censure is applied. It will be recalled
that all subjects, regardlese of the experimental condition of
censure or no-censure to which they are assigned, are administered
the first (oontrol) test item with no accompanying etateaents of
censure. Thus, auojecte are required to make a verbal response
before censure is ever induced. To what extent this requirement of
participation creates disorganization is not known. How much more
disor^sniration can be expected with the application of censure, or
how the response evoked by the censure mey interact with a possibly
C>2
disorganised prc-censure st*te, is difficult to determine, especially
when the schizophrenic has the opUon of withdrawing behaviorally
rather than manifesting a conceptual deficit.
rejection of Teat Items* :v«havioral 'Uhdrawal
emotion of tail Mfl | U sot fr* [uently notes' in the
literature. However. WUeneky (1952) reports that "after encounter-
ing frustration, the schisophrenics Manifested « greater tendency
to abandon tha tasV:s by refusing to respond." Mteman (1?5<$) used
three cards depleting tha saa* instance of a social oonoept which
had to ba aelaetad from a larger pool of cards, with an explanation
required concerning the basia for selection. It was found that
normals and achi2ophranics differed significantly in regard to the
frequency of rejection, i.e., "the inability to decide upon a sort-
ing of tha cards on any particular item." Thirty-two percent of
tha clinical group displayed one or more rejections as compared to
three percent of the noraele. 1* author interr rets this behavior
as one aspect of the total complex of maonanisms employed by the
schisophrenic as defensive maneuvers. Thus, the manifestation of
reactions are, according to -ftiteman, behaviors which lend aupport
to the notions of Cameron (19^7) concerning the thought processes
in schisophrenic, one would than expect that the schisophrenic
would "...withdraw from the situation entirely by rejecting, the
problem... ('Vhiteman, 1956)," However, this is only one aspect of
the response predicted by s theory such ss Cwneron's. Whitemsn
(1956) slso notes such features as "more idosyncratic responses,
failure to ooaauinieat* oonoaptiona, or ooaaranloatlons which «ra
lnappropriata." Homir, in tha praaant invaatication, only ths
grose bshsvloral withdrawal l a Man in action to ilnn.
'-".ftathsr this kind of withdrawal bahavior can oa svaluatad as
oonoaptual dafiolt ia now brought into quastion. It nay ba notad
that tha nanauvar of rafxjaal to partioinata parhapa ralutaa to
oor.oaptual bahavior in that it rapraaanta a failura to aneags in a
parfonuanoa and raoaiva conoa niant faadback. In aaaanoa, tha ra-
Jaotion of an ltsa raaulta in oonoapta and eataforiaa not haing
pablioly volldatad, ao that bahavior ia not influanoad or aodiflad
by tha aharad aoclal anvlronaant. ftsthsr than participating in
thia anvlroiwaant
,
tha achiaophranio withdraws ooaiplataly froai tha
situation. I» Sullivan 1 a (1951*) tanua, bahavior ia not praaantad
for oonaanaual validation. In faot, thara ia no bahavior of a
varbal aort at all, so that ona la not avan civan tha opportunity
to obaarva tha unoomuwnioativa ravary proossa or tha aaoeial
cllalaet. Thia is aspssislly trua in tha oaaa of tha poor praiaorbid
eubjaot, who parhaps sharss hia ravary proossa with ths "paoudo-
oowunity" (Canaron, \<?*7)
.
but doss no* ahara hia cor^itiva axpari-
anoa with ths largar and mors rsaliatlo community. -Jhila auoh
rro&» bahavioml withdrawal is not. tha protsotlva davlos of choloa
for all poor pramorbida involvsd in thia invsstigation, it nwvartba-
lass prsdoninstss as s dsfanslvs rsaotlon sndar atrssa,
Motivation an<! '.-ohitophranio arformsnoa
Tha problam of proas bshavloral withdrawal ia intlnatsly ra-
latsd to that of Motivation in aohisoj hrwnio patianta. i-rom thia
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roint of view, rejection of test items reflect a decreased »otiva-
tion for participation (at least in lew of participation in
-shared social experience) or increased motivation to withdraw, a
defensive maneuver. 7b* *crk of the Fiodnick and larmeay researchers
suggest that a lack of sustained activation to participate in experi-
mental tasks accounts for increased decrements in performance by
schisophrenic subjects, studies by bunn (195*;) and Oaraecy (1952)
eupport the notion that schizophrenics manifest a relative
inability to aake differential responses to different stimuli under
conditions of threat. Other ftMMtigalions, such as those of
Cavanaugh (l95&)t indicate that induced activation (aversive
stimuli) allows performance in schisophrenic subjects to become
highly similar to that of a normal control group. Such results are
interpreted as a relinquishing of schisophrenic defenses which is
based upon, or accompanied by, an increase in adequacy of performance.
Goldstein (1959) suggests that somehow when the defensive structure
operating prior to such treatment is inhibited, the defensive moti-
vational structure of withdrawal end coneretenses is not observed;
the schizophrenic patient will show increasingly more adequate be-
havior, other authors, such as -egrocki (19*lC) t have pointed out
that under certain conditions of good rapport, some schisophrenics
work effectively with abstract verbalisations. Ooldsteln (193&)
has noted that when the organism faces threats it can not deal with,
"catastrophic reactions" are provoked, which sre "disordered,
inconsistent, and inconstant." Under the condition of threat, an
individual acts with a "ri,~id point of view... .he fails even in those
tasks which he could eaaily have met under other circumstances
(p. 512)."
In studies such as those of ft* (1955). *here increased moti-
vation to strengthen defenses U prooably in operation, th% effect
of verbal stress is to cause a decrement in schisophrenic perfor-
mance. ,'ebb speculates that mild threat blocks the ope ration of
certain variables conducive to more efficient manipulation of con-
cepts, iiotivatlon, rather than e.g., practice effects (which were
controlled for all rruips) was considered to be the basis for the
observed improvement in the control schisophrenic group after threst,
and the corresponding lack of improvement in the experimental schizo-
phrenic group following threat. It was noted that the absence of
threat may have allowed subjects to Lecos» more secure and able to
take more interest in the test. Olson (1958) reports that under a
positive condition only schizophrenic s, as compared with normals,
improved in performance. This provides further evidence for a moti-
vation deficit in schisophrenic populations.
In the present investigation, a decrement in performance is
found and is apparently due to decreased participation, rather than
to improvement or l*ck of improvement (as in the v«bb study) or to
disorganisation of Conceptual processes. One might speculate here
that the information received in the inquiry period of the present
investi^tion (into the effects of the censure upon the subjects
involved) could provide a basis for determining whether the censure
was sufficient in quality to be perceived as creditle. rhis is
really another way of saying that if the censure employed was not
sufficiently reminiscent of actual cues of censure experienced in
the life hifltoriee of subjects involved in this inveauction, then
withdrawal on a conceptual level (i.e., in terms of distorted
communication) could not be expected. Hnfortunstely , no consistent
pattern of reaction to cent-ure appears to occur for any rToup. For
cxaiule, c^.cne the normala there was a tendency *o respond to tha
first question asked ("Do you recall ate saying anything to you after
the first item.") with statements such as "I was eenfuaed," or "I
couldn't sos why you said that," or "I fipired something was up."
..v. r, ?«voit3 MMMftXl M9JfittM or.ly fcfWV "urtU-r iuc:^v,nin;',
with al«il?r replies. Also, norails |m such responses as "I felt
confused," or "Tou said you weren't satis'iad." Thus, no consistent
pattern was followed in subjects responding to the inquiry which
mijht provide information aa to the credibility of the censure. In
the good -rsuorbid ,rroup. statements such aa "I felt disappointed"
ware as fre jucnt as "You ware trying to put something over on me,"
and such statements followed no pattern in teras of what position
in the sequence of inquiry inertionin;* they followed. In the poor
premorbid group, statements ware quite similar to those -iven in
the ^ood presort*, -.ur
.
~ue to the difficult/ in evaluating the validity of response
of subjects, as well ss the small number of subjects in esch ctr.aurs
group, it sppetrs to bu impossible to provide an analysis of tht
inquiry data in terms of the true qualitative emotional response
which resulted from the applied censure. nether the censure was
"strong enough" to produce lecreiaento in cencertual functioning
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raaaias aquivoaal. However, the fact that cwsun is capable of
prodncinc an over-ail p#rfon..hnc« deficit does indicate the potency
of censure in tarw* of a wore broadly defined measure of performance.
finally, in addition to the fact that ensure nay not have ocan
sufficient to produce a relatively ^«Ur conceptual deficit alon*;
the eontinuu* of normality to poor preaorbidity (the non-sigalfleant
censure by adjustment interaction), two other conside ration I seen
equally relevant. * irst, tne gUftnlj deviant p*rforn*nce of
the poor preaorbide in the no-censure condition creates a kind of
"floor t-ffect," in which further increase* in performance deviancy
are difficult to acnleve. The relative rank-ordering of this poor
preatorwid group H compared with other group* will oe considered
soon, beeond, the nature of the teat employed in thie investigation
uAi aake it possible to deal with the oo>et$ successfully, even in
the face of censure. Ibis is to say that the co„xitive manipulations
required by the uu>ct Sorting Test aay oe rather easily accomplished,
it is posslule that the schizophrenic would wecoae even aore dis-
organised when faced with aore difficult sorting tasks.
Hypothesis I
J
lUv elation of ^'uatxamt T*voT aro Lonceptusl i erfores nee
Up to this point, ws have noted that tlie> hypothesized inter-
action (the first hypothesis) between the censure and preaorbicity
variables was not demonstrated. The second hypothesis in this
investigation deals with the rank-ordering of adjustment .iroups in
both the presence «»nd abst-noe of censure. It was assumed th*.t
social disarticulation" operates as a differentiating factor between
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the noraal and the schisophrenic individual, rnc that to some extent
thie state exists under relatively neutral conditions. Quit is, if
under relatively neutral conditions we tripled froia a nonasl and s
schizophrenic population , we would expect to find e significantly
pi-eatfr apparent conceptual deficit in the latter group.
The notion of social disorganisation supplies • theoretical
basis for predicting greiHr deficit in a IMtttftl condition for
ecKiEcrhrenic irrupt. ~he notion of reaction sensitivity to cues
of censure leads to the prediction of selectively ^renter ;\ or* . e-nts
in conceptual perfcrsence under a censure condition alone, along the
continuuBi of noraal lty to poor prejsorbidity.
The results of tMs stud; indfcUfcte that adjustoent level is &
ri£hly si flnifleant, and relevant vericlle in teres of its ability to
discriminate between prrfomupjnce Uvcli under both a neutral and a
censorious condition, ^e variable of adjustment level is partic-
ularly potent in terns of such relM.ivo discriminations under the
c nditicn of stress. Further, results are consistent :«ith the
hypothesis that censure exaggerates the relative differences in
performance deficit between a nc-censure and a censure condition,
to differential decrees 38 a frncticn of level of adjustment, The
theoretic,-' fcr.nc?.-- + J. :re of Cn&eron (19*7) *n<* Sullivan (1$5*0
provide a basis for predicting suet differential exaggeration, in
that inadequate capacities for interpersonal relations is associated
with autistic and private .lodes of coiaaunieation which my become
evon mere disorganised in the face of cues relevant to the dis-
articulation (i.e., censure). KLM relevant here is the notion of
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Toldstein end Scheerer (1941), who note that "low of the ability
to deal adequately with a large number of life situations results
In an inability to discover the essence of a situation. Thm m
characteristic changes in mewory end attention which interfere with
voluntary assumptions of mental sets, the ability to shift fro* one
aspect of a situation to another, the holding in mind of various
aspects of a situation simultaneously, the formation of hierarchic
concepts, the capacity for planning ahead ideationally or the
ability to think and perform syaoolically (p. *)." This loss of
ability to deal with life situations is. in essence, what is
evaluated through the use of the hillips .remorbid Adjustment Scale
O hlllips. 1953) employed in the present investigation.
In terms of the overall effect of censure, however, it would
appear that stress operates to depress functions other than those
subsumed under the purely conceptual realm. Results indicate that
the highest degree of rank order separation of groups is provded by
r insure which includes an additions] wr-i.-htin
t
- rhetor for MM
rejections. Further, this most reliable separation occurs under the
condition of censure , rather then under that of no-censure.
Apparently, then, the poor premorbid patient, as well as the good
premorbid and the normal, are able to provide continued participa-
tion and relatively sustained effort under a neutral condition, so
that performance discrepancies are rank ordered in terms of adjust-
ment level but are not highly istinguishsble on s statistical basis.
However, under the condition of stress, the poor premorbid is no
longer able 1c remain in » he situation, and at thia point his
performance scores fall below thoee of even the ^ood premorbid
schisophrenic, <iue to his inability to provide continued partici-
pation. It is thus that the combined effect of a measure weighted
for its* rejection and a condition of stress result in a highly
reliable rank-ordering of performance along the normality to poor
preaorbidity continuuia.
The fact that groups are not differentiated with a high degree
of statistical reliability in the neutral condition is consistent
with the general findings of the Rodnick and la nsezy (1957) research
program. As these authors have stated, it is their hope to demon-
strate that "schisophrenic patients can and do respond adoptively
it! tasks of considerable complexity and difficulty... This
adaptability, however, is a tenuous one which can be disturbed by
the introduction of minimal censure into an experiment (p. 116)."
The results of investigations by Dunn (195**). "armeey (1952) and
*ebb (1955) provide support for this expectation, 'he . h<- -or ..-non
of relatively equal performances in normal and clinical populations
has been noted by egrocki (l9*+0) who stresses that such comparable
performances can be obtained under conditions of good rapport.
Similarly, those studies dealing with the effects of induced moti-
vation (e.g., Cavanaugh, 1958) essentially the same point. In
the present study, the no-censure condition is an objectively
neutral one, however, and does not provide stimuli known to induce
positive motivations. The predicted tendency toward rank-ordering
of performance in the objectively neutral condition received support.
In addition, the fact that censure was shown to be a highly potent
variable In terma of Its ability to produce a performance deficit,
offers nominal and indlreot support for the notion that the deficit
in achitophrenia if reversible and reflecte a disturbance in moti-
vation rather than a basle conoeptual deficit. Apparently the
observed defioit in aehiaophratiia can be modified in either a
positive or a negative direotion. Suoh a phenomenon augf?ata that
the deficit doe a not. reflect a atable organic Wind of dieability
whioh ia immune to external manipulation of a non-physical nature.
Finally, resuita are oonaiatent with the finding of olson (1950)
aa well, regarding the aj>par*nt motivational deficit in eoi.Uophrenia.
/detraction Ability aa a -mproaaor u Affective Usponses
Finally, it may be of interest to relate the notion developed
by Heath (1956), that "high abstract ability may act aa a defenaa
againat anxiety", to the findings of the preeent inveetigetion.
Heath speoulat.es that the oapaolty to maintain a aet, and to note
similarities and differoncea may facilitate the auppreaaion of atrong
affeotlve rtispontjes to anxiety altuatlona. In theaa tamo, the rank-
ordering trend obeerved in the no-con aure condition oould be taken
aa evidenee of different degreea of functional capacity for abatraot
work. Under the condition of oenaure, the relative atrenftha of
each group with res, act to abatractlon oapaclty would then account
for Hi relative immunity of the conceptual proceaaea in the normal
Croup, aa well aa the breadth of devlanoy exhibited in the clinical
troupa under oenaure. Aa loldetein and Sheerer (19**l) note, loaa
of the factors involved in abatraot work "dieablee the organism in
suoh a way that it can no longer deal with even minor threata."
la tMinoe, the Minimal threat may not cause much anxiety in
MM!*, • bit MM in eood premorbids, «nd even more in p00r pr8_
morbid.. The basis for the saj»e *inW threat causing thaw
different degree* of anxiety may lie in the relative strengths of
the ego (or abstract ability) to deal with the censure or threat
on a more adjustive level.
However, while high abstract ability aay act as a defenae
against anxiety, it is this same abatrect ability that suffers when
anxiety is increased. From this point of view it is difficult to
*e« how atstrsct ability acta as an aid in the face of threat. It
cen be said, however, that abatraction ia an ego property j when the
•go ia threatened by oensure, it can (if it is strong) perheps
withstand the threat. If the ego is not strong, it will, or may
succumb, it would seen, however, that the factors Involved in
"ebstraction" may facilitate the suppression of strong affective
responses, but only up to a point. eyond thia point, sbstroct
ability aay no longer function as a defense against anxiety, but
rather it may tend to exhibit the characteristic decline in efficiency
observed wrier conditions of stress.
Sudatory
The present investigation was designed to determine the effect
of wild verbal censure upon the eor.ceptuel behavior of normals, end
?rood and poor premorbid schisophrenics. The notion of premorbid
adjustment was related to the dependent variable in terns of infer-
ence from theoretical formulations concerning a) the reaction
sensitivity to cues of censure in schizophrenic populations, and
b) the greater social disorganization of the clinical population.
At each of three adjustment levels, two groups were formed. One of
these two groups received the control condition of no-censure, the
other the condition of mild verbal censure. In each of the six
groups finally formed, were eight subjects, making a total of **8.
Subjects were matched for age, intelligence , educational level,
vocabulary score, absence of n*urcloflcal or cr.ranlc components,
and performance in a test of verbal concept formation. The matched
groups were compared along the dimension of conceptual performance
in the Object Sorting Test, under both the nc-censure and censure
condition, with respect to five specific criteria provided by the
task employed. The relevant categories involved concept span, con-
cept level, pathological indicators, concept adequacy, and the
occurrence of rejections of test materials. Kon-psychietric sub-
jects were medical patients in a general hospital who gave no
evidence of chronic or psychosomatic Jisorders. The clinical groups
were formed using a scale of adequacy of premorbid adjustment in
which the degree of social and sexual withdrawal behavior serves as
a measure of premorbid status.
< 1
While the hypothesis that censure would have an incres singly
detrimental effect upon adequacy of performance a© | function of
level of adjustment was not supported, results provided confirmation
of the predicted rank-ordering of adjustwent groups as a function of
censure
.
The aoat important feature which distinguished poor pre-
morbids from good premorbids was that of gross behavioral withdrawal.
This behavior is in contrast to e more symbolic kind of withdrawal.
Such withdrawal was interpreted in terms of a lessoned capacity for
continued participation. The implications of such withdrawal in
tenr.a of the potential for testing out conceptual patterns in a
shared social environment ia discussed.
The variable of censure was interpreted as a factor which
strengthens aotivfitlons toward avoidance of threatening situations.
The general problem of motivation in schizophrenia is discussed, to-
gether with the notion of conceptual deficit os a defense arainst
anxiety and threat. Obtained results are consistent with findings
pointing to a behavioral deficit in ecl.3EOphrer.ia.
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unma. a
Kiuoerical Scoring Cod© for T ach of the 33 Objects
In the object Sorting reet
1. toy screwdriver
2. toy hatchet
3. toy haaaner
toy pliers
5. wood block and nail
6. bicycle bell
?. lock
8-9. 2 corks
10-11. 2 nails
12-13, 2 sugar cubes
14. toy knife
15. toy fork
16. toy spoon
17. real knife
18. real fork
19. real spoon
20. real pliers
21. real screwdriver
22. real cigar
23. toy cigar
24. real cigarette
25. toy clcrarette
Appendix A (Continued)
26. pipe
27. matches
26, sink stopper
29. eraser
3C. ball
31. white card
32. red circle
33. green square
80
AI-FEUDIX B
Manual of Type. 0r Categories cseible for I-ach Sample
Um in the object Sorting **< with the Appropriate
Numerically Coded Objects Sobratd* Cruder that Category
«3cing Material*: 22,23,24,25,2:7
HlrRS i
toole: l.r,?, 20,21
FORK:
silverware: 14,15,16,17,19
CIRCLt t
paper: 24,27.31,33
red: 29,30
round: 6,8-9,28,30
rubber: 23,?? ,29
red: 29,32
round: 6,8-9,28,32
toys: 1,2,3,4,14,15,16,23,25,30
DHXL:
round: 8-9,2£,30,32
. .etal : 4 ,1C-11 ,14 . 15 ,16 , 17 ,U , 19 , 20
toys: 1,2,3,4,14,15,16,23,25.30
* The categories listed represent those sortings considered to be
"Adequate" according to Rapaport (1945). If more than 2 relevant
objects are not included in a sorting, it is considered "Narrow,"
If aore than 2 irrelevant objects are present in a sorting, it is
considered "loose" (Fapaport, 1945),
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